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A. Technical Activities
1) Deliverables on proposed goals and objectives.

#

Proposed goal / objective / activity

Target output /
deliverable

Publications addressing
seabird productivity
differences between
restored and other sites

Comments
(If No, please describe
incomplete
deliverable(s) or
reason why actual
output / deliverable
deviated from the
proposed)

Topical area (s) and
research need(s)
addressed (as
described in the
proposal)

Yes

Data collected. Pandemic
slowed some aspects of
data processing.
Publications in prep

Impacts of restoration
activities on the
availability and quality of
avian habitats

Yes

Data collected. Pandemic
slowed some aspects of
data processing.
Publications in prep

Quantification of the
ability of restoration
activities to create wildlife
habitat

Completed (Y/N)

1

Investigate how restoration affects the
suitability of coastal islands as seabird
nest sites

2

Explore how seabirds respond to a shifting
Publications addressing
mosaic of available islands with
responses to differences
changing vegetation and predator communities in restoration history

3

Determine the extent to which bird movements Publications on
between breeding and
association between
No
foraging areas may affect colony success
foraging and productivity

Pandemic prevented final
year of necessary data
collection. Will complete
in 2021

Improve understanding of
the natural histories and
habitat utilization of a
coastal species

4

Evaluate how island changes and
environmental features influence foraging
movements to better understand their role on
bird use of restored islands

Pandemic prevented final
year of necessary data
collection. Will complete
in 2021

Assess potential effects of
restoration projects on
reproduction, recruitment
and populations dynamics

Publications on how
island locations in coastal
No
landscape affect avian
responses

2

#

Proposed goal / objective / activity

Target output /
deliverable

Completed (Y/N)

5

No

6

No

7

No

8

No

9

No

10

No

Comments
(If No, please describe
incomplete
deliverable(s) or
reason why actual
output / deliverable
deviated from the
proposed)

Topical area (s) and
research need(s)
addressed (as
described in the
proposal)
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2) Summary of research project. Similar to an abstract; include sentences that
describe the introduction, research questions/hypotheses, methods, results, discussion,
and conclusion. 400 words max.

There is limited understanding of the success of the most common restoration approaches in providing seabird habitat. In light of
the threats coastal Louisiana faces, and the region’s importance for seabirds, our goal was to address a suite of questions including
how birds and colonies respond to a shifting mosaic of available islands and fisheries, how far they travel to provision nestlings,
and the extent to which birds move between breeding and foraging areas in our dynamic coastal landscape. By tapping into the
opportunities provided by numerous habitat restoration efforts in coastal Louisiana, this research increases understanding of
which outcomes are due to the restoration, the location of the restoration in relation to marine and wetland resources, or the level
of predation threat.
Because many coastal islands in Louisiana have experienced some level of restoration, this research employed a space for time
substitution approach comparing restoration sites of varying ages, focusing on use by brown pelicans. To quantify the spatial
extent of habitats, we gathered existing satellite and aerial imagery for nesting sites, as well as unused islands. The extent of each
habitat type and its change of time was determined. We quantified how factors altered by restoration such as vegetation type,
predator communities, and site characteristics affect bird use of barrier islands as nesting habitat. Cameras and other survey
techniques were used to monitor nests to determine nest success, the causes of nest failure, and the abundance of nest predators.
We found evidence that seabirds readily used restored islands and that restoration created vegetation conditions that favored use
by brown pelicans and other birds. However, restoration actions can also increase conditions that favor mammalian predators, so
a balance must be struck in project planning.
The role of island location on nest success, movement and habitat is being characterized using GPS-based tracking devices. This
research is ongoing, as we here affected by delays in funding and then by the pandemic. When completed, this information will
be related to physiological condition, foraging ecology, breeding success, and survival. Telemetry data will be used to quantify
foraging ecology (frequency, distance, and duration of foraging trips) and parental care (trips to their nests coupled with direct
observations of food delivery to nestlings per visit). The research will quantify how connectivity and position of restoration and
other potential colony sites, relative to hypoxic zones and salinity gradients, affect their use as nesting habitat.

3) Results and scientific/technical highlights. In 5-10 bullets: list and describe key
outcomes and findings; new methods, technology, and/or advanced tools developed
(e.g., models, biomarkers).
Bird use of islands and nest success are driven by predator, restoration, and successional status
Bird use of islands decreases with island area and proximity to mainland
Seabirds are much more likely to nest on restored islands than on islands with no restoration
The number of islands used by seabirds is rapidly declining, placing increased importance of restoration
of nesting islands
Mammalian predator occurrence is a function of island size, elevation, and distance to the mainland
There were no relationships detected between island characteristics, including restoration status, and fire
ant abundance.
Pelican use of foraging habitats improves with experience
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4) Application of research results to the implementation of the Louisiana Coastal Master Plan by Coastal Protection and Restoration

Authority. Please add each targeted output/deliverable under each relevant column. Refer to section 1) Deliverables on proposed goals and
objectives on page 2 to obtain your output/deliverables and to your notes/comments from the All Hands Meeting where this was discussed
in the break out groups.
COASTAL PROTECTION AND RESTORATION AUTHORITY PROGRAM AND PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Planning
Results on island size
and location have
application to
location of barrier
island restoration
projects with greatest
potential for benefits
to brown pelicans

Feasibility

Engineering and
Design
Results related to
vegetation preference
have application to
project design that
can maximize
benefits of project for
brown pelicans

Operations,
Maintenance,
and Monitoring
Results related to
negative interactions
of brown pelicans
with mammals have
application to OMM,
specifically related to
if and when mammal
eradication may be
warranted

Knowledge Base

Stakeholder
Engagement

Communications

Publications
addressing seabird
productivity
differences between
restored and other
sites

Publications
addressing responses
to differences in
restoration history
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COASTAL PROTECTION AND RESTORATION AUTHORITY PROGRAM AND PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Planning

Feasibility

Engineering and
Design

Operations,
Maintenance,
and Monitoring

Knowledge Base

Stakeholder
Engagement

Communications

Publications on
association between
foraging and
productivity

Publications on how
island locations in
coastal landscape
affect avian responses
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5) Peer-reviewed publications. Please provide pdf copies.

Authors

List author names
of graduate
students/ Postdocs

Title

Journal

Geary, B., P. L.
Leberg, K. M.
Purcell, S. T. Walter
and J. Karubian

Geary, B., (postdoc)

Breeding Brown Pelicans Scientific Reports
improve foraging
performance as energetic
needs rise.

Paige A. Byerly
Hardin Waddle
Alexis Romero
Premeaux Paul L.
Leberg

Paige A. Byerly (grad Effects of barrier island Restoration Ecology
salt marsh restoration on
student)
marsh bird occurrence in
the Northern Gulf of
Mexico.

DOI (or other
identifier)

Published;
submitted; in prep;
planned?

Date

https://doi.org/10.1038 Published
/s41598-020-58528-z

2020

https://doi.org/10.111 Published
1/rec.13222

2020
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Authors
Juita Martinez and
Paul Leberg

Andrea Santariello,
Scott Walter, Brock
Geary, Jordan
Karubian and Paul
Leberg

Andrea Santariello,
Juita Martinez, Brock
Geary, Jordan
Karubian, and Paul
Leberg

List author names
of graduate
students/ Postdocs

Title

Journal

DOI (or other
identifier)

Published;
submitted; in prep;
planned?

Date

Juita Martinez
(graduate student)

Influence of restoration Restoration Ecology
history and island
characteristics on seabird
colony sue

NA

In Prep

2020

Andrea
Santariello,(graduate
student)/Brock Geary
(Post Doc)

Determinates of pelican
loafing habitat and its
consequences for band
resighting interpetation

Condor

NA

In Prep

2020

Andrea Santariello and
Juita
Martinez ,(graduate
student)/Brock Geary
(Post Doc)

Implications of
restoration practices and
island characteristics on
fire ant abundance

Restoration Ecology

NA

In Prep

2020
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6) Oral presentations and posters. Please provide pdf copies.

Presenter’s
Name

Coauthor’s
Name

List author
names of
graduate
students/
Postdocs

Title

Oral
Conference
Completed; Proceedings
Location
or
or meeting
submitted;
published
& date
poster?
name
planned?
(Y/N)

Paul Leberg

Brock Geary,
Jordan
Karubian, Juita
Martinez,
Andrea
Santariello, Sc

Brock Geary, Challenges faced by Brown Pelicans on Oral
Juita Martinez, a vanishing coast: loss and restoration (invited)
Andrea
in southeastern Louisiana.
Santariello,
Mirka Z/Brock
Geary

Juita Martinez

Paul Leberg

Juita Martinez Factors Influencing
the Breeding
Success of Brown
Pelicans (Pelecanus
occidentalis) in
Coastal Louisiana

Juita Martinez

Paul Leberg

Oral

Poster
Juita Martinez The Effects of Louisiana’s Shifting
Coastline and Island Characteristics on
Seabird Colony Presence

Waterbirds
Society and
Pelicans of the
World
Symposium

Princess
Anne, MD
November
Completed
7, 2019

N

North
American
Ornithology
Conference

Virtual
August
2020

N

Anchorage,
American
Ornithological AL June
28, 2019
Society

Completed

N

Completed
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Presenter’s
Name

Brock Geary

Paul Leberg

Paul Leberg

Paul Leberg

Coauthor’s
Name

List author
names of
graduate
students/
Postdocs

W R James,
WR
Jordan
James/Brock
Karubian,
Geary
James A
Nelson, Paul L

Title

Landscape-Level Information Use
Shapes Brown Pelican (Pelecanus
Occidentalis) Foraging Behaviors

Oral
Conference
Completed; Proceedings
Location
or
or meeting
submitted;
published
& date
poster?
name
planned?
(Y/N)
Oral

Mirka Zapetal, Mirka Zapetal, Influences of coastal island restoration
Scott Walter, Juita Martinez on seabird populations and their nest
and Juita
(grad students) predators
Martinez

Oral

Brock Geary,
Jordan
Karubian

Poster

Brock Geary
(postdoc)

Investigation the influence of
restoration practices on pelican use of
coastal islands.

Successes and Challenges of Creating Keynote
Avian Habitats Through Restoration of address
Louisiana’s Coastal Islands: If You
Build It, Will They Come?

Anchorage,
American
Ornithological AL, June
28, 2019
Society

National
Conference on
Ecosystem
Restoration

New
Orleans,
8/26/18‐
8/30/18

State of the
Coast 2018

New
Orleans,
5/30/18‐
6/1/18

Lafayette,
Louisiana
Association of August 9,
Professional 2019
Biologists and
Chapter of the
Wildlife Soc

N

Completed

N

Completed

N

Completed

N

Completed
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7) List other products or deliverables. These can include white papers, patent applications, workshops,
outreach activities/products. Describe and provide pdf copies, as applicable.

We presented the following talks to managers at the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries in Baton
Rouge LA:
Paige Byerly, J. Hardin Waddle, and Paul Leberg. Does the working coast work for wildlife? Effects of saltmarsh
restoration on avian communities in the Gulf of Mexico. August 3, 2019:
Brock Geary, Scott T. Walter, Paul L. Leberg and Jordan Karubian. Social and environmental information use by
foraging brown pelicans ﴾Pelecanus occidentalis﴿ ﴾poster presentation﴿. Louisiana Dept. of Wildlife and Fisheries’
Environmental Education Symposium, Baton Rouge, LA, February 23‐24. 2018
We also made a presentation to a birding group, the Louisiana Ornithological Society at their Annual Meeting:
Mirka Zapletal and Paul Leberg. Separating Use from Suspicion: Avian and Other Prey in Coastal Carnivore
Diets, ﴾presentation﴿, Cameron, LA, April 27. In absentia.
Graduate student Juita Martinez will be participating in the Skype a Scientist program to communicate coastal
conservation and pelican biology topics to elementary school children. Feb 4, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUm9WLUC2bY

8) Data. Making data publicly assessible in a timely manner is a key goal of the data management

policy of RESTORE Act Center of Excellence. All projects must ensure that data and ISO
metadata are collected, archived, digitized, and made available using methods that allow current
and future investigators to address new questions as they arise. Per the U.S. Department of the
Treasury’s Office of Gulf Coast Restoration Data Accessibility and Management Best Practices 1
“Data are generally expected to be made publicly available at the time of publication of a peerreviewed article relying on the data or two years after the data are collected.” All information
products resulting from funded projects must be associated with detailed, machine-readable
metadata (ISO format) and shared in a regional or national digital repository or data center (e.g.,
National Centers for Environmental Information, Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative Information
& Data Cooperative, Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research, DataOne
Dash) for discovery and long-term preservation. Metadata, a brief description of the data, and
location of the data (e.g., repository, DOI) must be provided to the LA-COE to enable tracking of
all data and information products.

1

https://www.fio.usf.edu/documents/flracep/programdocuments/Treasury%20RESTORE%20COE%20data%20management%20best%20practices%20Jan%202018.pdf
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#

Description of data

Repository or data center

Date by when data will be made
available (2 years after final report)

1

csv file of presence and pseudo-absence points figshare
used in analysis, and R workspace containing
GAM model object, which includes model stru

Available

2

csv file of bird survey data used in Byerly
2020 include point counts, acoustic counts,
sites, lat/longs, times, and dates).

figshare

Preparing for deposit, within the next 12
months

3

csv file of pelican telemetry locations
including sites, lat/longs, dates, time, bird
identification

Movedat or figshare

2 years after final report

4

csv file of predator occurrence data including
sites, lat/longs, dates, camera images, species
ids, and behavioral observations (if any)

figshare

2 years after final report

5

csv file of island, lag/long, data, % species
cover, species biomass, vertical cover
estimate, and elevation data

figshare

2 years after final report

6

csv file of Pelican nest success data including
sample images, nest island, lat/longs, dates,
clutch size, and chick numbers

figshare

2 years after final report

7

csv file of fire ant survey data including
islands, lat/logs, dates, and ant numbers

figshare

2 years after final report.

DOI (or similar) if data
are already uploaded
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.fi
gshare.12811643 and
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.fig
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B. PARTICIPANTS AND COLLABORATORS
1) Project participants and collaborators. Please list researchers who are not post-doctoral researchers or students but have participated
and/or collaborated in this research. This can be both unfunded and funded participants and collaborators on the research project.
First name

Last name

Institution

Project role

Paul

Leberg

University of Louisiana at Lafayette

Lead Investigator

Jordan

Karubian

Tulane University

Co-Investigator

Scott

Walter

Texas State University

Collaborator on movement analysis

Kevin

Purcell

NOAA

Collaborator on food resource analysiss

Todd

Baker

Louisiana Dept of Wildlife and Fisheries

Collaborator on restoration ecology

Darrin

Lee

CPRA

Information on restoration histories
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2) Mentoring and Training. Please list post-doctoral and graduate and undergraduate student participants (provide pdf copies of thesis/dissertation).

First Name

Last Name

Postdoc/
PhD/
MS/ BS

# Years
involved

Institution

Thesis/Dissertation
title/ research topic
or tasks

Did the student
graduate?
Y/N

If they graduated,
what is their current
position?

Brock

Geary

Postdoc

3

UL Lafayette

Movement Ecology

NA

USGS researcher

Juita

Martinez

PhD

3

UL Lafayette

Pelican Restoration Ecol

N

Andrea

Santariello

PhD

3

UL Lafayette

Seabird Ecology

N

Hans

Provost

MS

0.5

UL Lafayette

Project Support Assistant N

Eric

Tobin

PhD

0.5

UL Lafayette

Project Support Assistant N

Raechelle

Nye

BS

0.5

UL Lafayette

Field Assistant

Y

Unknown

Grant

Lafleur

BS

0.5

UL Lafayette

Field Assistant

Y

DEQ Field Scienist

Elizabeth

Broussard

BS

0.5

UL Lafayette

Research Assistant

Y

LDWF biologist

Skyler

Flaska

PhD

0.5

UL Lafayette

Project Support Assistant N

Mason

Harris

MS

0.5

UL Lafayette

Proj SupportCollaborator N

Ryan

James

PhD

1

UL Lafayette

Proj SupportCollaborator Y

Anna

Crisman

BS

0.5

Valparaiso

Undergrad Rsearcher

Post-Doc, UL Lafayette

N
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C. CONTINUING RESEARCH

Please describe the next steps for this work, if applicable (5 bullet points max).

-Conduct another year of GPS tracking of pelicans that would could not complete during the course of the grant
-Expand the research approach to look at other restoration successes on other seabirds, targeting Royal Terns
-Collaborate with James Nelson to develop better ways of monitoring seabird productivity with drones
-Collaborate with James Nelson to use stable isotopes to analyze seabird diets to understand foraging limitations
-Conduct an assessment of the Queen Bess restoration project's successes and failures of promoting seabird
reproduction

D. CERTIFICATION
Please submit report no later than 30 days following the close of the award to:
Danielle Johnson
Grants and Contracts Manager
AP@thewaterinstitute.org
Certification: I certify to the best of my knowledge and belief that this report is correct and complete
for performance of activities for the purposes set forth in the award documents.
Principal Investigator:
Digitally signed by Paul Leberg
Date: 2020.08.25 15:25:38 -05'00'
Signature: Paul Leberg
Name:
Paul Leberg
Date Signed:
Approval:
I have evaluated the final report and associated invoice and confirm that the project is
finished.
LA-COE Technical Point of Contact:
Digitally signed by Tim Carruthers
Signature: Tim Carruthers
Date: 2020.10.07 09:18:37 -05'00'
Name:
Date Signed:
Approval:
I have reviewed the final report and approve for payment.
LA-COE Director:
Digitally signed by Melissa M. Baustian
Signature: Melissa M. Baustian
Date: 2020.10.27 16:44:01 -05'00'
Name:
Date Signed:
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